
Child Care Centers 
A Guide to Teach 9-5-2-1-0 --Your Winning Numbers for Health! 

Here are some fun ideas to use to help young children learn about 9-5-2-1-0 for Health.  You can use all or some of 
these ideas or create new lesson ideas of your own!   
 

You can teach children about a number/behavior a day or per week.  Some teachers have had success in posting the 
number on center walls to attract the children’s attention to it before/during learning time.  You can add each number to 
the walls to accompany each lesson until you have all 9-5-2-1-0 numbers posted.  If children are learning to count and/or 
write numbers, you can add that skill practice into your talk about each 9-5-2-1-0 number.  
 

Talking about 9-5-2-1-0 for Health can be integrated into other lessons and activities that you already have planned for 
your center.  We encourage you to use your current resources such as: songs, stories, coloring sheets, and games to 
compliment your talks on 9-5-2-1-0 for Health.  You can download handouts for parents and get free tools to download 
at www.95210forhealth.com. 
   

9 Hours of Sleep  
 

1.  A Tale of Two Children: Tell a short story about a child who doesn’t get enough sleep and about what 
happens when he/she doesn’t get much sleep (e.g. grumpy, can’t do school work well, doesn’t feel well).  Then 
tell a story of a child who gets plenty of sleep and what happens (e.g. feels happy, has lots of energy, and works 
well at school).   Ask children to tell which child (grumpy or happy) they would like to resemble. 
 

2.  Good Night-Time Habits: Give props such as pillows, blankets, and stuffed animals/books for children to use 
to demonstrate good habits for going to sleep.  This can be done by everyone at once or children can take turns 
demonstrating while the others watch.   

 

 

5  Fruits/Vegetables   
 

1. What Color is My Vegetable/Fruit?: Give each child a different vegetable/fruit and have them tell (or you can 
teach) the color of the vegetable/fruit.  Allow children to talk about favorite colors/vegetables/fruits and end with 
an opportunity for children to taste the vegetables/fruits presented. 
 

2. What am I?:  (best used following lessons on fruits/vegetables) Ask children to pretend to be a fruit or 
vegetable and to use their bodies and props to show colors.  Everyone can guess what fruit or vegetable each 
child is and can talk about what’s good about each fruit or vegetable.  Also, children can take turns lining up 
“fruits/vegetables” to make their “5” for the day. 
 

 
 

2   Hour Limit on Screen-Time  
 

 Let’s Learn About “Screen-Time”: The concept of “screen-time” can be difficult for young children to understand. 
To help young children learn/remember to limit screen time, teachers can talk/show different kinds of screens 
(e.g. TV, computer, video games) to prompt a discussion with children regarding how much time they should 
spend in front of a screen.  Afterwards, talk about activities that children can do instead of sitting in front of a 
screen. 

 

 
 

1   Hour of Physical Activity  
 

Follow the Leader:  Start with an active game of follow the leader around the room or outside.  After, ask children 
to tell how they feel after being so active.  Explain that they need to be active for 1 hour a day and that being 
active helps their bodies, minds, and keeps them happy.  End by asking each child about their favorite active 
games/physical activities.  If time permits, play another active game. 

 

 
 
 

0   Sugar-Added Beverages  
 

Water is Best:  Gather bottles (can be empty) of soda, juice, milk, and water.  Show children the bottles and ask 
them which drinks they like best.  Talk about how too much sugar (if desired, use a measuring cup/sugar to 
demonstrate the quantity of sugar in each drink) is bad for their bodies and cause cavities.  Talk about how milk 
helps their bodies grow; fruit juice without sugar can still be tasty; and that water will always quench their thirst 
and is an excellent choice for a drink. 
 

 
 

 
See what children have learned—ask them if they can tell you what each number means in 

9-5-2-1-0 for Health Don’t Forget: send home handouts to parents to reinforce each lesson. 
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